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	 Brandy Melville is probably the most successful niche brand you’ve never heard of. It is an Italian 

clothing brand that is slowly hitting the teenage market, targeting young girls from 12 to 25. Silvio Marson 

opened his first clothing line in 1970 in Rome. The clothing company grew into a bigger clothing chain. 

Together, he and his son created the brand Brandy Melville 15 years ago to target a younger market, with a 

touch of vintage aesthetic. Later on, a family friend Jessy Longo suggested to bring the brand to the US in 

2009 and is now the main owner of the stores in America. (Peterson, H., 2014) 

 

 The style of Brandy Melville is simplicity. The clothes are mainly flowy, and loose. Sheer fabric and 

knit textiles are the company’s top choices of fabric when it comes to designing tops. Instead of bold colors 

for the clothing, Brandy frequently uses neutral colors such as beige, black, grey, brown, white and 

burgundy.  

 Brandy Melville is a niche brand mainly because of its exclusivity in its sizing. All of the garments 

(excluding jeans), are sized “one size fits all”. The size corresponds to 32 - 40 or XS to M in normal clothing 

sizes. The exclusive clothing size shut off a lot of potential customers, hence, Brandy is considered a niche 

brand. Despite its controversy business model, Brandy Melville is still one of the most popular and fast-

growing clothing company targeting the teen market, because of its brand exclusivity, branding, quality, and 

use of social media.  

Figure 1. Brandy Melville Logo

Figure 2. Brandy Models



 At first, Brandy Melville was just another teen clothing brand, aimed to design and produce simple, 

laid-back and vintage clothing. The clothes here could be worn by anyone, because of its easy-going style 

and neural colors. Even though the brand started with “one size fit all” policy at the beginning, it didn’t stop 

Italian girls from buying. According to research, the Italian national BMI for females is 24.5, therefore the 

brand started out with no issue regarding to body-shaming. (Soria, C., 2013.) However, Brandy Melville only 

became popular and recognized by teenagers all over the world recently, because of its move to the US. Jessy 

Longo helped Marsan bring his brand to America to expand his business, while hoping to get a cut in the 

company. After this international expansion, the brand slowly developed its clothing into a Californian beach 

style and set up its first store in Westwood neighborhood of Los Angeles, just a block from the UCLA 

campus in 2009. ((Rubin, J., 2014.) Even after the significant move, the brand still stayed pretty low-key, with no 

advertisements on magazines and articles. The brand did not promote itself through traditional commercials 

and billboards, instead, it took a different route.  

     

 As technology advanced, social media became one of the most important ways people learn about 

new things and events. After the invention of Facebook, Instagram, Snapchat, and Pinterest; companies could 

Figure 3. Brandy Melville’s First Store. Westwood, Los Angeles CA. 



promote themselves on people news feed as a cheaper and more effective way of advertisements in oppose to 

traditional advertisements. In this case, Brandy Melville really did grasp the opportunity be promoted 

through social media. Since the target market is teenage girls, this is really the best way to get into young 

girls hearts.  

 “I heard about them online actually, through my newsfeed on Facebook. They’d always pop up.” 

Says 20-year-old Maddie Peake, a junior 

at Princeton. “And I love their Instagram

—it’s very cool.” (Rubin, J., 2014.) As 

Maddie shopping at Brandy Melville’s 

New York store in Soho, she looks just 

like one of the girl’s on the brand’s 

obsessively followed Instagram feeds. 

Brandy Melville has completely 

changed the way we buy clothes. It 

offers quick and easy access to view 

their latest clothing; a click on Instagram 

or Facebook; then it is all down the 

deciding on what you like and find them 

in store or online store.  

 The brand has created a movement that’s more controversy than Abercrombie & Fitch due to it’s 

exclusivity in sizing. Years ago, A&F has received criticism regarding to its limiting sizing, which only offers 

XS to L. Many people complained the sizes aren’t large enough for everyone. Now, Brandy Melville has 

gone further than A&F, and receiving even more and worse criticisms. The “one size fits all” feature has 

been considered exclusively only to “skinny girls of Instagram”. Gradually, this exclusivity has become a 

schema for all teenage girls; whoever wears Brandy Melville is skinny and cool; just like the girls on 

Instagram. Over the years, Brandy Melville has become more and more popular among high school girls. 

The brand emphasis on its personality rather than its clothing.  

 Brandy Melville has rated one of the most successful and fastest growing niche brands, due to its 

incredible marketing skills. The brand hires tall, skinny, long-haired California “It” girl as their product 

research team. The trendy teenagers tell the company what’s cool and use their Instagram to promote. (Bradley, 

L., 2014. ) As a private company, it has a wildly successful financials in just few years of its US expansion. 

Figure 3. Brandy products and interior. 



With its impressive e-commerce business and 3.4 million Instagram follows, the company’s annual sales 

were in the range of $125 million and growing from 20% to 25% annually. The annual revenues are not far 

off from its competitors (American Apparel, American Eagle, Urban Outfitters…etc), despite its strict sizing 

policy.  

 Brandy Melville’s Instagram game is so successful because it gives girls the delusion that these 

Instagram models are not runway girls. Instead, they are real girls; beautiful real girls, but real girls, 

nonetheless. This marketing strategy has the appeal of making teens believing that they can also be one of 

the Instagram girls. It has a lot to do with the photography style. The photos are far more candid and 

“authentic," more snapchat-like quality compare to the usual fashion campaigns. Therefore, the authenticity 

appeals to young girls, in believing that anyone can be a casual model, in spite of its sizing exclusivity.  

  Not only the company has genius marketing strategy, it also executed amazing branding for the 

company. The logo design was inspired by the story behind the brand name. The brand name Brandy 

Melville was inspired by two people in love. “Brandy was this American girl, and Melville was this English 

guy. They fell in love in Rome…” according to the Marsan family. Hence, a pink heart between the two 

names as the complete logo.  

 “We love this location because it reminds us a little bit of Europe, where people walk on the street.” 

Longo said regarding on the location of the first Brandy Melville store in Westwood. “We like to keep it 

Figure 4. Brandy Melville USA Instagram account. It has 3.7 million 
followers, and increasing everyday. 



beachy but European-style. We like antique, 

so vintage.” (Scofield, C., 2009.) Longo 

explaining the style of the brand, how they 

chose to do the interior design of their 

stores. Inside, the store itself looks 

Instagram filtered, all bleached wood and 

muted color palette: cream, maroon, grey. 

The use of colors in the clothes and interior 

of the stores go shockingly well together, it 

projects the exact theme which Brandy 

Melville wants: LA inspired lifestyle. From 

the car plates, to street signs, and polaroids 

on the walls; the store is decorated just like 

every teenage girl’s dream room.  

 Even though Brandy Melville is doing amazingly well on its sales, the brand still spiked up 

controversy criticisms. Some say, the criticisms mainly come from the feminism community, protesting 

against the brand’s special feature of “one size fits all.” It is agreed that the garments from Brandy Melville 

are so small, that they only fit a small population of girls, which ignored a majority of women. “And by 

“all”, I think they meant petite girls. How are girls who wear large clothes supposed to fit in those?” (Bhasin, K., 

2014.) commented by an angry consumer online ranting about the sizing at Brandy Melville. Many women 

that are over size 4 would absolutely agree with this girl’s rant, but Brandy Melville’s response to the public 

about the sizing is tranquil. The brand simply just states that obviously not all girls can find clothes at their 

stores, but for the ones don’t fit, they can still buy accessories. (Clifton, D., 2014. ) In result, the brand has 

absolutely no intention to change the sizing policy. Even though this puts the brand in a very niche market, 

but that still hasn’t stop teenage girls from buying their products. The trick of this market strategy is basically 

exclude everyone outside of their target market, and drive up people’s desire for their clothes.  

 With analyzing the brand’s current situation, I identified the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, 

and threats (SWOT) of Brandy Melville. (Dionisi, S. et al., 2009.) Brandy Melville produces their clothes in Italy, 

which makes their products relatively higher quality than their competitors. For the quality, the clothes are 

still at an affordable price. Brandy has opened stores in big cities and Europe and North America. (Anon, 2016.) 

It has an established brand image, and easy to shop online. However, Brandy still has several weaknesses. 

Figure 5. Decorations in Brandy Melville store. License 
plates, and plates with quotes. 



There are limited store locations which leads to low brand awareness. In result of “one size fits all”, people 

have negative image of the company. There are not enough social media presence such as Facebook, Twitter, 

and Snapchat; even though Brandy’s Instagram game is going pretty strong. And most importantly, it doesn’t 

have a large target audience.  

 Brandy is facing few threats at its current situation such as the bad image being sent out by larger 

women; not reaching all the target publics; and competitors with cheaper prices. Despite the weaknesses and 

threats, Brandy still has great opportunities to enlarge their company, since it has the financial ability to 

nationally expand physical store location; widen target market through proper marketing and the new ‘Love 

You’ line.  

 Brandy Melville has quite a lot of competitors, such as Abercrombie & Fitch, American Eagle, 

American Apparel, and Urban Outfitters. However, American Eagle is the biggest competitor of all, because 

of its new launched ‘one size fits all’ line named “Don’t Ask Why.” Thus, I identified the SWOT of 

American Eagle as well. (Peterson, H., 2015.)  

(Chatziioannou, K. et al., 2010.) 

 As this fast growing company, there is a big future ahead of it. With the development of technology 

and mobile marketing, Brandy Melville is definitely ahead of the social media game. However, according to 

a research on WGSN (Aldenton, S., 2015.), Brandy Melville has limited interactions on its social media accounts.  

Strengths 
• Good Quality Clothes  
• Decent priced clothing 
• Multiple brands and collection lines  
• Many stores opened globally  
• Broad product offerings across targeted age 

group 
• Strong customer relationship 
• Strong brand equity (rated second coolest brand 

in a survey in 2007 by Teen Research Unlimited)

Weaknesses 
• Limited invested confidence (low multiple value)  
• Geographical concentration (80% of the stores 

are situated in the US) 
• Seasonality  

Opportunities 
• Growth in online sales  
• Remodeling stores 
• Business expansion through new stores, and new 

brands such as “Don’t Ask Why”; which increased 
AEO’s revenue by 8%.  

• Expansion in the Middle East

Threats 
• Changing in consumer preferences  
• Slow economy recovery. (According surveys, 

majority of customers wouldn’t make a purchase 
unless there was a deal attached.) 

• Intense competition with brands such as Urban 
Outfitters and Gap. 



 

  

 Brandy Melville appears to be purposefully removes itself from the discussion that followers are 

having. According to the table above, interactions with its followers are merely nonexistent, and the brand 

chooses not to advertise or communicate with press outlets. Brandy has known for its low-key attitude and 

quiet advertising. For example, a week ago I went to Brandy in London just to get some more clothes for the 

winter. The paper shopping bags that came with it only has the words “Thank You” printed on, and it didn’t 

even have its logo or name on the bag. Even though, this hush-hush marketing technique creates more desire 

and exclusivity in the target audience, the brand is still not well known. Therefore, there are still room for 

major improvement.  

 In the benefit of the future of Brandy, the brand should consider more designs to fit bigger women if 

it still wants to keep its “one size fits all” feature. Make more baggy clothes, such as big knits for the winter, 

and more loose cotton wear. In 5 years, Brandy could offer a new range of “one size fits all” clothing, but 

target women from sizes M-L to reduce negative brand image.  Brandy could also hire teenage girls at 

Universities to be their brand ambassadors to promote the brand at school, since its target market are mainly 

students.  

 It is evident that Brandy Melville is amazingly good at creating content and connecting with the 

teenage customer on Instagram, encouraging them to jump from there to their website to purchase with ease. 

But the more negative commentaries are also floating online despite some positive reviews from fit skinny 

Figure 6. Social Media Matrix of Brandy Melville



women that Brandy’s been after. In 3 to 5 years time, I can see Brandy Melville continue to grow and step up 

its game in terms of nailing a more inclusive social strategy to sustain its brand loyalty and secure fan base.  

 In fine, Brandy Melville has a strong marketing and branding strategy, with its enormous social 

media followers even though it does not advertise through traditionally routes. This is something many up-

coming companies should learn from. However, Brandy should continue to strategize and deal with the 

negative commentary online regarding to its “one size fits all” feature and in order to enhance its brand 

image.  
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